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Ever since the early 1930s, when 35mm
cameras began to sprout such startling
appendages as coupled rangefinders and
interchangeable lenses, the telephoto has
been a vital part of the small-format
photographer's arsenal. In~eed, the
earlv development of convelllent, portabl~, hand-holdable "long reach" optics
is undoubtedly one of the prime technical factors that enabled the once-despised 35mm format to gain professional
respectibility, and the proliferation of
long and short teles designs, and the
need to compose and focus them accurately most assuredly spurred the rapid
development of the clunky and ponderous single-lens reflexes of yore into
today's sleek automatons.
Of course, as always, the name of the
game is pictures-and the underlying
reason for the "triumph of the telephoto" center around the unique viewpoint, perspective, and operational capabilities these lenses can provide.
Whether your object is to capture unposed, insightful glimpses of people
being themselves, to record sports action
or a flock of birds across a distant canyon, a telephoto lens, because of its ability to "shrink" distances and compress
apparent perspective, is a useful-o.ften
indespensible-tool. (To get a better Idea
of the graphic possibilities teles provide,
we suggest you take a look at the pictures
on pages 94 to 101.)
In a certain sense, the telephoto shoe is
now on the other foot-instead of the
lenses exerting a great influence on camera design, cameras are now returning
the compliment. The result is a series of
ever smaller, lighter teles to match the
handling characteristics of the current
range of compact and semi-compact
SLRs. Furthermore, the ongoing quest
for improved optical performance (especially color correction), wider aperture,
closer focusing distance-in short, all the
features photographers have dreamed of
and clamored for-has not abated. But,
as we'll presently see, not all these improvements have been achieved without
paying a price.
For telephotos of 300mm focal length
and longer, achieving a high degree of
color correction is one of the most important problems. For example, the
400mm teles of a decade ago produced
different focus points between green and
blue light (the discrepancy was greater
than 0.5mm) evidenced by prominent
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Special glass: In the new Nikon 300mm f/4.5 ED lens, right, the letters "ED"

refer to the "extraordinary dispersion" glass used to make the first element
in the front group (A). When combined with other, more ordinary crown and
flint optical glasses in the second and third elements, this lens design reduces or eliminates the green-blue color aberration which causes color fringing in many long tele pictures. This lens also features a five-element rear
group (8) which moves inside the lens barrel as you turn the focusing ring,
eliminating the usual heavy outside thread.

Super-compact mirror lens: The Minolta 250mm f 15.6 demonstrates that mir-

ror lens design can be made very compact. This lens is hardly larger than the
Minolta 85mm fl1. 7 lens. To avoid internal scattering, the light shields in this
design are tightly fitted around the reflected light beams. As a result, the optics must be designed as an f/4.5 lens,so that the moderate amount of
vignetting caused by the close fitting light shields does not reduce the true
speed of the lens below that barrel-marked f Inumber. This arrangement also
prevents excessive falloff due to vignetting in the corners of the film format.

Internal focusing: The Vivitar 400mm f 15.6 is an example of the use of internal
focusing to make a more stable, solid telephoto lens that can be mounted
securely on the camera. No external lens barrel thread, with its problems of
looseness and possibly inaccurate alignment, is used. Notice the complexity
of the rear lens group (A). Although there are five elements in total, only three
of them are moved by the focusing ring. The remaining two are stationary
and serve to correct minor aberration changes as the moving group is shifted
for focusing. The outside barrel is solid and accurately aligned.

Close-focusing mirror design: The new Tamron 500mm f/8 SP mirror lens,

shown in the diagram at right, has a more deeply curved, stronger front lens
which also carries the second mirror. This stronger front correcting lens (A)
yields a sharper final image and also permits close-in focusing without excessive movement of the correcting lens and second mirror. This 500 can be
focused so close that the image is as large as Va life size, with the object only
1.7 m from the front of the lens. A matched SP 2X teleconverter can be fitted
to this lens to yield a high-performance 1000mm f/11 optical combination.

Compact short telephoto lens: To fit the Olympus OM series cameras, a num-

ber of new, compact Zuiko lenses were designed. Included in this series is
the lens illustrated at right: the 200mm f I 5 Zuiko, just about as small as previous 135mm lens designs. To get this more compact lens, Olympus engineers
increased the number of elements in the front group to four (A), and added
a relatively wide space between the third and fourth elements. This lens layout, combined with the section of higher index-of-refraction glasses for several of the elements, makes the overall length of the 200mm much shorter,
while image quality is as high as before.

green color fringing at contrasty image
edges. Thus, at flS, the best resolution
which could be attained was usually less
than 45 lines-per-mm. Only by stopping
down to fill or smaller apertures could
higher resolving power (sharpness) in
the image be achIeved. By choosmg
some unusual optical glasses and designing front optical groups of three elements, lens engineers were able to keep
the color error down a bit and to increase
the resolving power to about 56 lines..
.
per-mm.
This seemed to be the limIt untIl,
recently, some of the major lens ma~u
facturers decided to use crystal fluonte,
or an equivalent special fluoro-crown
glass made especially for this purpose.
By combining these special materials
with the latest optical glasses, the color
aberrations could be reduced to as small
as O.lmm. In a 500mm lens design, this
meant that the color error would be less
than 0.025 percent! Putting such special
optical material into an actual telephoto
was not without its problems, though.
These "exotic" materials are usually
more brittle than ordinary optical glass,
and change their index of refraction
(light-bending power) more rapidly w~th
changes in temperature. So, the specIal
material had to be protected, as III the
Minolta 400mm fl5.6 Apochromatic
Rokkor, by including a fourth glass element up front, ahead of the fluorite element. Nikon opted for fluorocrown glass
instead, and did not add the protective
element. This glass is not quite as effective in its color correction properties as
the crystal fluorite, but it's noticeably
sturdier, and shows less change of index
of refraction with temperature. For focal
lengths up to and beyond SOOmm, the
fluoro-crown glass is effective enough to
minimize most color aberration problems, such the green-blue focus shift
mentioned above.
Increasing the number of elements in
the large front lens group gave the lens
designers another tool to deal with the
other major problem in telephotos: zonal spherical aberration. This causes an
overall softening of the image and a loss
of resolving power without regard to
color. Even at f/5.6, a 400mm tele lens
might have a zonal aberration of .25mm
or more. This also limited the best resolving power which could be obtained
with a two-element design. As a result,
Continued on page 156
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TODAY'S TELES
Continued from page 103

most 400mm f/5.6 lenses have at least
three elements up front. But, when one
of these elements is crystal fluorite or
fluorocrown glass needed to obtain super-correction of color aberrations, then
three elements may not be enough to reduce the zonal aberration sufficiently. In
the 300mm f/4.5 ED Nikkor lens, four
large elements are used to eliminate the
zonal problem (see illustration on page
103). Unfortunately, this tends to increase the cost of the lens. But, when the
extra speed is essential, the higher price
is usually acceptable.
Almost from the very beginnings of
photography, the color aberration problem was serious, particularly for astronomers, who were the principal users of extreme long focus optics, both for visual
and photographic purposes. Using the
concave mirror, the astronomers simply
side-stepped the color aberration difficulty, since mirrors, unlike lenses, have
the inherent property of bringing all colors to a common focus point. In the
1950s, camera lenses began to be made
using advanced mirror-lens designs.
Even though these early mirror teles
used lenses as well as mirrors in their
construction, the color error was less
than half as large as that obtained from a
non-mirror or refractive lens.
Hot mirrors for sharper teles?

Recently, these mirror tele designs
have gone through a change-not in
principle, but in some details. As a result,
the latest mirror telephotos are much
more compact than before, and can, in
some cases, focus closer. The major
change is in the mirror itself. Unlike
most mirror lens and telescope mirrors,
these new concave mirrors have their reflecting surfaces on the back. Thus, the
light passes through the glass of the mirror to the reflecting surface and th~n
back through the glass again. This gives
the optical designer another optical surface to use in producing a well-corrected
lens. When this technique is used, the
mirror is referred to as a "hot" mirror,
meaning that the light passes through the
mirror glass. This is now a common feature found in virtually all new compact
mirror lens designs. In the Tamron
500mm f/8, for example, both the main
mirror and the smaller second mirror
(which sends the converging light back
through the middle of the main mirror to
the film beyond) are back-surface types.
This permits the large, thin correcting
lens-needed to sharpen the off-axis images-to be a bit more powerful (i.e. it
has a shorter focal length and steeper
curves). This, in turn, makes close focusing more practical. The focus thread on
the barrel does not have to be as long as
it does with a weaker correcting lens.
Continued on page 160
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Folding up the light path so that the final image plane is behind the main mirror usually requires a large second mirror-as much as half the diameter of the
main mirror. This results in peculiarlooking, out-of-focus images. The
doughnut-shaped blurs exhibited by
such lenses are a.lmost a trademark of
mirror tele pictures. To reduce this, the
new mirror lenses have extra-powerful
main mirrors. This helps to make the system more compact, but it's more difficult
to correct all the important aberrations.
To attain compactness, along with high
performance, SOOmm designs are
presently limited to an aperture of about
f/8. but Minolta has just developed a
new 2S0mm mirror lens with an aperture
of flS.6. The second mirror of the
2S0mm Minolta is somewhat large3lmm in diameter with a S6mm-diameter entrance aperture. By the way, an entrance aperture of S6mm means that the
Minolta 2S0mm mirror lens has a mathematically calculated aperture of fl4.S.
The light loss, partially due to the large
second mirror, reduces this to the actual
f/S.6 marked on the lens barrel.
A 250 no bigger than an 85?

The Minolta 2S0mm mirror lens is a
paragon of compactness-it's hardly
larger than a typical8Smm fl2. This is in
keeping with the weight and size reduction that has been taking place in the
cameras themselves. Some of the more
standard telephotos are also being
shrunk. One outstanding group is the
tele Zuikos for the Olympus. However,
as the length of the telephoto lens is reduced, the danger of increased zonal
aberration must be overcome. Once
again, optical designers have increased
the number of elements, some in front,
to get the image sharpness needed. even
when the lens is more compact. The
200mm f/S Zuiko is a good example. Its
length from front to film plane is about
l4Smm-definitely less than the effective
focal length. Although the lens design is
more complex as a result, the compactness is well worth it. The newest cameras, with their lighter, shorter teles are
much easier to carry and hold-especially for hand-held shooting.
When the long telephoto must also be
relatively fast, then compactness goes
out the window. There is simply no way
to make a really long, fast tele that's truly
compact. But one of the new ideas being
widely used in the latest teles is internal
fOCUSing (see diagram on page 103).
Consider a 400mm f/4.S or f/S.6 telephoto. To focus in on a subject less than
S meters away, you have to turn the helical focusing ring which moves the front
group. and therefore the front of the
lens, forward more than 30mm. The
Continued on page 164
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focus thread on th e lens barre l. then>
fore. h a~ to be precise a nd stro ng eno ugh
to handle this motiun without m echan ica l errors or excessive play. That is w hy
th ere's grea t advantage tu fastening the
le ns to the camera wit hout any external
or ma ~s i\' e mO\'e m en t of anv part of th e
barre l. This is accompli hed'by us in g internal focusing - in o th er wllrds . when
you turn the f'ucusing rin g th e bar rel
le ngth remains the same. and focusing is
achi eved by m ovi ng a group of elcmen t ~
back a nd furth within it. When the tele
Ic ns consists (as do most of them) of a
big. pos iti ve -po wer front gro up . and a
smaller negative-pow er rear group, It is
p o~s i blc to focu s th e lcll ~ by mO\ ing the
rear group inside th e lens barrel. T he
Vivitar 400mm f/5 .6. th e Niko n 300mm
02.8 ED. and th e Minolta 600mm 06.3.
Apuc h ro mat are o uts ta nding example,
of thi s type of d es ign.

Internal focusing, pros and cons
The technique is not wit h out sOllie
problem s. though. Movin g the rea r
gro up d oes not do much to co rrect th e
probl e ms which d evelop when the su bject is as close as 10 foca l leng th s away.
T h e fr o nt group aberr a ti ons change
wh e n the subj ect is nea rby. To avoid
addin g to th ose close-foc using problems,
the m ovin g rear lens gro up used in th e
inte rnal-focu sing design is often more
comp lex than before . In th e Viv itar
400mm. for examp le , th e rea r g roup co nsists of no less th an fi ve e le m ents. Adde d
to thi s is the fact that o nl y three of the
five rear e lements Ilhl Ve to accompli ~ h
th e focus i ng.
Th ese design changes to th e lo ngfocus and tel e ph o to lenses of today are
not simple. They often in vo lve an almost
complete redesign of th e le ns, its mount
and the barrel mechanis m s. But, a.) new
material becomes availabl e - particularly new optical glasses - today's lates t
te le designs will undoubtedly b e further
improved. What so rt of new le nses, new
features and more advanced de sig ns can
we expect~ The fi ve lenses featured o n
pages 102 and 103 provide some pre tt y
good clues. If the tenden c ies the y exh ibit
cont inu e in th e expected directi o n , yo u' ll
see s harp e r. faster. closer focu sing and
still more compact telephutos in th e nottau-d istant future.
Of co urse. no di sc uss ion of the major
chan ges in today\ telc Ien,es would he
complete w ith o ut m enti o nin g the rece nt
progre ss in th e d es ign o f te le com'erter, th ose relati ve ly in expens ive. add-on optical dn' ices that increase th e focal
length o f the tele l en~es to which they a re
att ac hed. Previously. tlnce o r four clem ent tclec o nv e rt e rs pru\ iJ ed adequate
o ptical performance. but th ey worke d
best w ith prime lenses o f 200mm o r
Co ntil/ued 011 paKe 168
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having apertures of f/5.6 or
slower. The main reason for llsing three
or four elements was to
aberrations in the converter
lens, thus reducing resolving power and
contrast in the image. However. distor··
tion and lack of image flatness were persistent problems which limited the !ypcs
of tde lenses to which such converters
could be attached without
saCflfieing image quality.
Now, with the new telephotos, both
mirror and all-lens types, the need fC)f
highlv corrected converters which do not
ad~d ~ny image errors of their own, is
greater than ever. In fact. some of the latest converters are des
cd to be
matched exactly to a
ide. to sets
of tde lenses, ";r to a particular range of
lengths. For ex;mple, the Tal~1fOn
2X converter is matched to Tamron
lenses, including focal lengths from
300mm to 500mm, and the 70-21Omm
LOom. The 400mm Minolta Apochromatic
Rokkor is accompanied hy a specially
designed 2X converter which is an exact
match, so that the combination is a llneperforming 800mm fill. Nikon recently
developed two new converters, including
one (the TC-200) used with many lenses
having focal lengths less than 300mm,
and another (the TC-300) matched to the
longer, slower telephoto lenses.

Are matched converters best?

I

All of these new converters are five- or
six-clement designs, which gives you an
idea how com plicatcd it is to engineer a
converter so that it is optically neutral
(i.e. does not add any aberrations of its
own to the tinal image) . By the way, the
final image delivered by the latest teleplus-converter combos is still a bit lower
in resolving power and sharpness. Even a
perfect 2X converter multiplies the residual aberrations of the prime lens by a
factor of two. Hence the final resolving
pm:ver can be expected to be a bit lower.
When we compare, for example. the
Minolta 400mm US.6 Apochromatic
Rokkor combined with its matched converter, to a very well designed 800mm fl
I! prime lens, the latter might ordinarily
provide slightly sharper imaging. But,
for both of these lenses, in actual use, the
sharpness of the final image will be limiled. by. such factors as the turbulcnc.e of
the atmosphere. Undoubtedly, the convenience of having a fine-performing
and compact 400mm with the option of
converting it to 800mm focal length. is
attractive ~to many photographers~
Compactness and convenience factors
may also spur the return of the 1.5X converter. it can be very small, add virtually
no aberrations of its own, and it will
make a handy combination with the lat··
est compact teles.-- THE END

